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LEGAL NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
Finsbury Trust & Corporate Services Limited (Finsbury Trust) has produced this newsletter with the aim of updating the reader about
the firm and its business environment. This newsletter provides only general information to the reader and shall not be regarded as
being of consultative character, legal or tax advice. This newsletter therefore cannot replace legal and tax advice. Finsbury Trust
recommends any person who may have an interest in making use of Gibraltar’s as a jurisdiction in which to operate from, to seek
formal legal and tax advice. Readers are also advised that laws, practices and conditions may change from time to time. Independent
professional advice should therefore be sought in Gibraltar and other relevant jurisdictions before taking any action on the basis of
published material.
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UKRAINE CRISIS
The Gibraltarian community sympathises enormously
with all those affected by the war in Ukraine. It is a
tragedy to see innocent lives caught up in the horrific
violence. We can now understand and appreciate
more than ever that we cannot take for granted the
fact that we wake up each day to the continuation of
our daily routines and have a warm bed to return to
at night. We hope and pray for a swift end to the war
in Ukraine and look forward to a period of calm,
healing and reconciliation.
Aside from the repatriation of Gibraltarians in
Ukraine, Gibraltar has also recently welcomed
Ukrainian women and children refugees. In addition,
Gibraltar has helped arrange for much needed aid to
Ukraine in support of the ongoing humanitarian
crisis.
Though we are seeing continued disruption in the
global economic activity, with a key concern being
price inflation and energy supply, we do not
anticipate the war will create a material impact to
Gibraltar or its energy supply which is largely
sourced from LNG.
Gibraltar’s financial response to the war mirrors that
of the UK and is in line with Gibraltar’s Sanctions Act
2019. Aside from sanctions introduced on Russian
individuals and businesses, the financial services
community is conducting enhanced transaction
diligence, with increased work undertaken by
compliance teams across the board.

The Port of Gibraltar introduced restrictions on
Russian-registered vessels and on all vessels owned
by Russians. Enforcement of these new provisions
can be a challenge in light of the difficulty
jurisdictions are having in identifying beneficial
owners of certain superyachts. Though ownership
might be inferred, the Government of Gibraltar’s
position has been not to act on appearances.
Gibraltar’s restrictions on marine vessels parallel
restrictions introduced by the Gibraltar International
Airport which banned aircrafts owned, chartered or
operated by persons connected to Russia.
In the wake of these actions, Gibraltar was included
in Russia’s list of ‘unfriendly countries’ along with
other jurisdictions accused of taking unfriendly
actions against Russia. As a result, we understand
that transactions in Russia involving Gibraltarian
companies and/or individuals will now require
approval from the Kremlin. A spokesperson from the
Gibraltar Government noted that this response is
‘unsurprising’ given that Gibraltar’s financial
restrictions closely follow those of the UK. The list of
‘unfriendly countries’ encompasses much of the free
world, including the European Union, the UK, the
US, Japan, Canada, Australia and Singapore.
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COVID-19 RECOVERY
The winter period got off to a difficult start with
Gibraltar’s first case of Omicron detected in early
December and the virus reaching community
transmission within a few short weeks. This triggered
some tightening of travel restrictions. Meanwhile,
COVID-19 vaccination passes came into force in the
surrounding Spanish regions, curbing easy access to
hospitality, leisure and recreational venues. In its own
response, Gibraltar’s hospital ramped up its threat
level to ‘Amber,’ only a couple of days later
implementing contingency plans when fifty
healthcare workers tested positive for the virus.

Despite the cautious road taken thus far, the return to
normalcy was inescapable and much welcomed. In
March the Government finally announced a
COVID-19 exit strategy which included:

Initially the situation did not slow down, with January
registering the highest number of daily new cases
since the onset of the pandemic. Although Omicron
proved highly contagious, it was substantially less
fatal than prior strains. Accordingly, Gibraltar
conditionally reduced the self-isolation period. While
Spain was setting a limit to the vaccination passport
validity period to nine months, there were increased
calls in Gibraltar for a review and overhaul of
COVID-19 restrictions, citing Gibraltar’s need to
finally ‘learn to live with Covid.’

•

It was noted that the environment of today is a very
different to that of 2020, which comes as no surprise
in light of Gibraltar’s high rates of acquired immunity
and vaccination. It was therefore argued that there
was little rationale in holding 5% or more of
Gibraltar’s population in self-isolation at any one time.
The Government nonetheless stated that it would
continue to be guided by scientific advice.

•
•
•
•

Removing all mask requirements outside of
medical settings;
Abolishing requirements for COVID-19 permits at
local establishments;
Dropping the testing and passenger locator
requirements to enter Gibraltar;
Eliminating isolation requirements for close
contacts; and
Administering Pfizer’s COVID-19 fourth jab to the
over 60s.

Credit is due to Gibraltar’s strong community values
wherein the population was willing to temporarily
curtail personal freedoms and civil rights in an
attempt to preserve life and the healthcare system.
Further kudos to the Gibraltar Health Authority for its
painstaking dedication to saving and improving the
lives of many during the pandemic.
It has been a long and testing couple of years –
unprecedented in our lives. Gibraltar remembers the
loss of the 101 members of the community who
perished with the virus. We aspire for far better days
ahead.

EU-Gibraltar
Treaty
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EU-GIBRALTAR TREATY
discrete visit by officials to Gibraltar was made to
better understand the reality on the ground and how
the border situation works in practice. Meanwhile, in
a more public breakfast press session, Spanish
Foreign Minister José Manuel Albares declined to
reveal details of the pending treaty but did disclose
that “a large part has already been agreed” and that
he was being guided by the 270,000 Spaniards of
the Campo de Gibraltar, a noble cause in our view.
January ended with a fifth round of hybrid in personvirtual negotiation talks.
The third round of treaty talks with the European
Union emphatically marked the final month of the
year with a definitive statement by the Chief Minister
that the Rock’s future will remain ‘British, British,
British.’ There seemed to have been constructive
progress in the talks through the third and fourth
rounds, with Brussels signalling its desire for an
agreement in Q1 2022. Around this time, Bloomberg
TV broadcasted a pertinent documentary on
Gibraltar’s post-Brexit environment, with notable
guests from our financial services industry (you can
see our own IT head rocking out at 04:38!). We
believe negotiations will largely continue on course
nonetheless, with a legally complex deal emerging
that embraces the many political interests and
interdependencies that depend on it.
The new year was marked by a phone call between
the UK and Spanish leaders who discussed amongst
other things, the UK-EU treaty on Gibraltar, signalling
a high priority for the treaty on respective nations’
agendas. While preparations were ongoing for a
“No Negotiated Outcome” (NNO) scenario, a

With nothing agreed until everything is agreed,
Gibraltar has undertaken careful planning for an
NNO scenario. A reasonable worst-case scenario
includes border delays, staggered work shifts for
businesses employing Spanish residents and further
developing Gibraltar’s port infrastructure to
accommodate increased delivery of goods by sea.
We are however confident that all this planning will
be unnecessary.
As officials communicated that treaty negotiations
were far from a final agreement, and with post-Brexit
bureaucracy creeping up on local hauliers, the
Government highlighted the importance of preparing
for a no-deal scenario, delivering no-deal booklets to
local homes and businesses whilst at the same time
embarking on a sixth-round of talks. We hope that the
recent sentiment by José Manuel Albares, claiming
that negotiators are “rowing in the same direction,” is
an accurate indicator of the treaty discussions. The
latest estimates are that a deal will be finalized
following the Easter break.

‘ D u a l Fu n d s’
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'DUAL FUNDS' REGIME
The European Union’s Alternative Investment Fund
Managers Directive (AIFMD) caps hedge funds to
€100 million in assets under management (or €500
for unleveraged closed ended funds) before being
subjected to elaborate European regulations, which
include requirements for an in-scope AIFMD
Manager and Custodian, amongst other heavy
regulatory measures.

and funds investing in digital assets, can thrive in a
better fit-for-purpose regulatory environment. This
presents a strong competitive advantage for Gibraltar
and an ideal ecosystem for a wide range of
investment funds that are better positioned to grow
outside of AIFMD. With the dual funds regime,
Gibraltar now truly stands apart as a jurisdiction of
choice for investments funds.

As a result of Brexit, in March 2022 Gibraltar
introduced new legislation that established a dual
regime for Experienced Investor Funds (EIFs). Under
the new regime, Gibraltar EIFs may continue to
operate under the existing AIFMD compliant
framework (which provides direct access to the UK
markets) or alternatively ‘opt out’ of AIFMD and
associated requirements.

The dual regime was made possible by the joint work
of Government, regulator and the Gibraltar Funds &
Investments Association, with Finsbury serving as an
active participator in this collaboration.

Fund managers with Gibraltar EIFs under their
management may therefore now opt out of
complying with AIFMD requirements for their funds.
As part of the dual regime, Gibraltar regulated funds
may choose whether they wish to operate under the
EU’s AIFMD framework or alternatively within an
updated Gibraltar regulatory funds regime which is
less prescriptive than EU regulations, but at the same
time complies with international standards and is in
line with other leading international fund jurisdictions
outside the EU.
Under the dual regime, forward-looking Gibraltar
funds marketing globally, including emerging funds

Fintech &
Blockchain
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FINTECH & BLOCKCHAIN
The month of December opened with an interview
by the Minister for Digital and Financial Services
Albert Isola to Finyear. The Minister outlined the
importance of regulatory clarity, Gibraltar’s success in
the industry and the jurisdiction’s regulatory
environment. This further emphasized the
Government’s commitment to the Distributed Ledger
Technology (DLT) industry. Shortly after, the
Government announced that Gibraltar’s eGov system
will integrate blockchain technology, with the initial
goal of allowing users to store credentials on the
network. The initiative was made possible through
the Government’s collaboration with crypto firms
Bitso and IOVlabs.

Security Studies, as quoted from the article, “I do
think it’s very important to understand the capacity of
the jurisdiction before jerking knees, and the reason I
say that is because of all the small jurisdictions on the
planet, the one that has invested the most time and
effort in understanding the opportunity posed by
blockchain is Gibraltar.”

With the new year came fresh milestones in
Gibraltar’s pioneering march onward in the crypto
space. Bullish, a global crypto exchange, went live
and traded $300 million within a 24-hour period.
Separately, Gibraltar’s historical tunnels were eyed by
WISeKey International, the Swiss-based company that
signed two Memoranda of Understanding with
With so much attention garnered on Gibraltar’s bold Gibraltar and neighbouring La Línea to develop a
financial moves in the space, some negative press
Fourth Industrial Revolution Centre of Excellence. As
coverage is inevitable. The Guardian’s article
plans were announced to develop Bitcoin mining
‘Blockchain Rock’ with the headline ‘Territory’s
operations in former military bunkers in the Alps, it
financial sector risks reputational damage and
became known that other locations, including
diplomatic sanctions if complex regulations of crypto
Gibraltar and the United States, were considered for
hub fail’ gave a sceptical take on Gibraltar’s
enlarging the company’s footprint. If this were to
embracing of the crypto space, despite the fact that
become the case, Gibraltar would quite literally live
unregulated crypto businesses can operate anywhere up to its moniker the ‘Blockchain Rock!’
else in the world without any oversight at all.
Meanwhile, in the UK, the HMRC sent letters to UK
Gibraltar is fortunate to have a forward-thinking
crypto asset holders, letting them know that crypto
regulatory regime for blockchain firms, developed
asset disposals may be caught by UK capital gains
out of years of expert consultation. The regulation’s
tax. Disposals include crypto assets being:
aim is economy building, whilst protecting
consumers as well as Gibraltar’s reputation. In the
• exchanged for other crypto assets or for
words of Tom Keatinge, Director of the Royal United
traditional fiat currencies;
Services Institute’s Centre for Financial Crime and
• used in exchange for goods and/or services; or
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•
•
•
•
•

CONT.

gifted (except to spouses and civil partners).
There is no disposal where:
beneficial ownership is retained (e.g., moving
wallets);
tokens donated to charity; or
a token is exchanged for the same type of token.

It should be noted that this tax applies to nonoverseas gains, with the situs determined by the
residence of the crypto holder. Details of UK capital
gains tax regarding cryptocurrencies can be found in
an online manual published by the UK Government.
We note that there is no capital gains tax in Gibraltar.
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FUND LEGISLATION
As demand continues to grow in Gibraltar’s rising
funds industry, clients are increasingly looking to take
advantage of the Limited Partnerships Act 2021 and
the Protected Cell Limited Partnerships Act 2021
which were launched last year. These pieces of
legislation are the result of much consultation and
liaising between the Gibraltar Financial Services
Commission and the Gibraltar Funds and Investments
Association.
The Limited Partnership Act 2021 repeals Gibraltar’s
Limited Partnership Act 1927, refreshing the
legislation for businesses, allowing limited
partnerships to now have:
•

•

•

partnership interests represented by shares,
bonds, notes, loans or other debt securities or
instruments;
limited partners able to undertake a more active
roles in the affairs of the limited partnership,
without forfeiting their limited liability; and
general partners elect whether or not the limited
partnership is to have legal personality.

The Protected Cell Limited Partnerships Act 2021
further bolsters Gibraltar’s investment funds industry
by applying the benefits of protected cell company
structures to limited partnerships. Gibraltar limited
partnerships may now separate their assets into
various segregated cells with each cell enjoying
statutory protection of its assets and liabilities. This
has important implications for Gibraltar funds
structured as limited partnerships, which can now

benefit from creating sub-funds with separate
investment strategies, all ring fenced from each other
whilst under the same limited partnership structure.
These innovative pieces of legislation came into
effect following a robust review process. They
highlight Gibraltar’s status as a competitive, modern
jurisdiction that is able to seamlessly collaborate
between government, regulator and the private
sector. The results are legal developments that work
effectively in tandem with the financial services
industry. This is of increasing importance as Gibraltar
continues to enhance its appeal to the global funds
industry. It also showcases Gibraltar as a modern
legal powerhouse with a continuous drive to adapt to
market needs and remain at the forefront of
legislative and regulatory innovation.

ASSET SEGREGATION IN GIBRALTAR

PCC

PROTECTED CELL COMPANY: LIMITED LIABILITY
CORPORATE ENTITY WITH RING FENCED ASSETS
PROTECTED CELL LIMITED PARTNERSHIP: MULTI-

PCLP

CELLULAR LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ENTITY
OFFERING TAX TRANSPARENCY

H e d g ewe e k
Article
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HEDGEWEEK ARTICLE

An article in Hedgeweek’s Gibraltar Special Report
featured a piece by Finsbury among a set of articles
from prominent Gibraltar financial service providers.
The Hedgeweek report centred around Gibraltar’s
status as a leading global funds jurisdiction.

•

Finsbury’s article entitled ‘Gibraltar addresses the
challenges facing emerging funds’ focuses on the
particular advantages offered by Gibraltar to
emerging funds, niche funds and family office funds.
Gibraltar’s strength in this sector lies in its
proportional yet empowering regulatory framework,
its speed to market, UK market access, efficiency and
the facilitation of niche investment areas.

•
•

Gibraltar’s offering is particularly attractive to
emerging investment funds. This stands as a fresh
change from other major fund jurisdictions that tend
to focus on well-established and larger funds. In
particular, emerging funds find that the close-knit
community that makes up Gibraltar’s financial
services sector translates to a seamless collaboration
between different service providers.
The key takeaway from the issue is that Gibraltar truly
meets the needs and addresses the challenges faced
by emerging funds, making the jurisdiction an ideal
choice when it comes to fund domiciliation. Other
key benefits for funds choosing to domicile in
Gibraltar include:

•
•

Gibraltar’s postlaunch regulatory approval
arrangements which means that a regulated fund
can launch in as little as two weeks;
Unique UK market access;
The possibility of opting out of AIFMD
regulations;
Proven digital asset expertise and ecosystem; and
Tax transparent structures with statutorily protected
sub-funds.

GIBRALTAR FUNDS INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
EASE

SPEED

MARKET
ACCESS

“RIGHT TOUCH” REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

10 DAYS TO LAUNCH AN EXPERIENCED INVESTOR
FUND

PASSPORTING RIGHTS FOR FUNDS TO THE UK

NICHE

FORWARD LOOKING AND SKILLED FINANCIAL

FRIENDLY

SERVICES ECOSYSTEM

EFFICIENT

COST EFFECTIVE, WITH STRONG LEGISLATIVE
SUPPORT

N ew s f ro m
Finsbur y
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NEWS FROM FINSBURY
CHRISTMAS MARKET
The first Finsbury Christmas Market was held in the
run up to our annual Christmas Party. Contributions
from various staff members came in the form of
milojas, cakes, hot chocolate spoons, brownies,
Manchego cheese, cookies, mantecados and more.
Rachel’s carrot cake proved the most popular – the
last slice was already gone by midday.
Contributions made through the Christmas market
sales were donated to RifCom, a charitable
organization co-founded and co-directed by
Finsbury’s own Mari Bell Jones. RifCom enriches the
lives of disadvantaged communities in the Rif
Mountains in Morocco. We are proud that thanks to
the initiative of Louise and Kathy, both Finsbury and
the children of the Rif Mountains were given a little
treat during the holiday season!

CHARITY RAFFLE
Keeping up with the spirit of giving, original artwork
from Finsbury’s own Maurice Perera raised charitable
funds at a Finsbury raffle held on the day following the
Christmas market. Two works of art, titled ‘Living on
the Edge’ and ‘Rock of Gibraltar at Sunset’ and a
beautiful calendar of Maurice’s artwork portfolio were
put up for first, second and third prizes respectively.
The proud winners were each undoubtedly pleased
with their winnings.
Proceeds from the raffle were donated to the ADANA
dog shelter in Estepona. Volunteers from the shelter
were greeted with a new litter of puppies to look after,
just in time for the money raised by Finsbury to go
toward their welfare. We were fortunate to have been
blessed by seeing the direct fruits of our generosity, in
particular given the rise in abandoned pets following
relaxation of COVID-19 restrictions earlier in the year,
with many of the animals originally taken up to relieve
the time spent at home.
Charity does not end with Christmas. Finsbury
continues with its support of local and international
charities, including support for humanitarian efforts in
Ukraine.
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CHRISTMAS PARTY
Though our Christmas party reservations at the Rock
Hotel were cancelled due to COVID-19, the year
ended with another in-office version of the Finsbury
Christmas party. Activities included a ‘Guess the Baby
Photo’ quiz, a Christmas costume competition (well
done Maggie Trinidad!), an interdepartmental
decoration competition (well done Management
Department!), the Finsbury Awards, some dancing
and, what’s fast becoming Finsbury’s favourite activity,
eating. Though the lunch caught fire, with the building
evacuated, it gave us a chance to hold our Secret
Santa exchange outdoors. Between all the festivities
and the handing out of well-deserved promotions, our
cameraman had a good workout!
STAFF NEWS
The staff at Finsbury make us who we pride ourselves
to be. We are proud to see our team grow in
numbers, grow in ability and even grow their families.
With that, we are happy to have promoted Manuel
Sardina, Tripti Shaw, Philip Garcia, Sean Harrison,
Christian Victor, Stuart Rapley, Daniel Hassan, Dylan
Torres and Jorgen Haveland. May they all continue to
rise from strength to strength. We are happy to
welcome to Finsbury new joiners Tim Licudi, Beata
Brzozowska and Miriam Danino who have each
shown a remarkable start at the firm. Finally, we’re
especially happy to have welcomed Finsbury’s new
arrivals– Tripti’s daughter Radhika, Keeran’s daughter
Chloe Ana Slade and Dylan’s daughter Sienna. Best
wishes for them all!!!
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